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NEWS RELEASE

Jan. 2, 1992
UM VIES FOR NEW POWER PLANT
MISSOULA —
University of Montana administrators today unveiled a proposal
to build a new, highly efficient power plant that would cut campus
heating costs and produce enough surplus electricity to light up the
Missoula Valley.
Facilities Services Director Hugh Jesse said the proposal has
been submitted to The Montana Power Co. by the InterCoast Energy Co.,
which has signed a letter of intent with UM to build the
approximately 49,000-kilowatt Hellgate Canyon Plant.
The plant could save UM $9.2 million in heating costs over 20
years, estimated James Todd, vice president for administration and
f inance.
"In addition to the savings that will accrue over the time of
the agreement, the University will receive $2 million (from
InterCoast)

for replacement or new facilities," he said.

InterCoast,

based in Davenport,

Iowa, submitted the plan in

response to Montana Power's call for proposals.

MPC expects to need

up to an additional 150,000 kilowatts of power by 1996 to meet peak
demands, company spokesman Cort Freeman said.

Proposals had to be

submitted by Dec. 20, and by next December MPC will decide which
plants will get the green light.
-more-
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MPC's request has drawn 44 bidders and 76 proposals, Freeman
said.

The proposed plants would produce a total of 6,076 megawatts.
The UM facility would be a cogeneration plant, one producing

both electricity and energy for another thermal purpose -- for
example, steam for heating campus buildings.

The University's

current plant produces only steam.
According to the proposal, UM would burn natural gas in a
turbine that generates electricity.

The waste heat would go into a

boiler that creates steam to run another turbine.

This turbine would

generate electricity as well as steam for heat.
Such a plant requires far less heat to produce electricity than
does the traditional coal-fired type.
efficient," Jesse said.

"It's inherently more

"It uses a clean energy source and minimizes

the impact on the environment.

... We went out of the way to make

sure that this plant is a good neighbor to campus and the
community."
InterCoast would build the roughly 5,000 square-foot plant on
land leased to it by UM in the eastern corner of the physical plant
compound.

The lease would be for 20 years, Jesse said, after which

the University could change the arrangement.
UM would use its current plant, which also runs on natural gas,
only while the new one is down for maintenance.
If MPC awards a contract to InterCoast, an agreement between
InterCoast and UM must be approved by the state Board of Regents.
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